INTERNATIONAL LIFESTYLES

Feeling Good
in an Exotic
Land
By Willam Burr

INTERNATIONAL
WELLNESS-FOCUSED
COMMUNITIES

L

et’s take a look at some stark realities. Chronic diseases
and conditions, like heart disease, stroke, cancer, diabetes, obesity, and arthritis are among the most common of
all health problems and they are also among the most preventable. It has been frequently reported that more than half of the
adults in the United States don’t meet the recommended daily
requirements for aerobic exercise or physical activity because
they’re too tired, too lazy, or lack the resources and motivation
to get off the couch. It follows that a healthy lifestyle should,
therefore, be a priority for everyone, young or old.
So, what’s the solution for those with a guilty spot on their
forehead? Would a wellness-focused community be the answer?
Living in a community that stresses wellness enhances
how people live, work, and play plus delivers a quality of life
that emphasizes health, well-being, and social connectedness.
Wellness-focused communities are designed to fulfill this lifesaving objective by creating a scenic environment where people of all ages can have access to any level of activity, whether
they’re alone or with a group. They encourage an active lifestyle, including amenities such as on-site fitness centers and
activity areas that empower residents to engage in some type
of physical activity.
Think of living in a community where outdoor living is a
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Sea Horse Ranch amenities
include seaside swimming pools.
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Villa Esperanza, Photo Sea Horse Ranch

Stand Up Paddleboard Class
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priority, where riding horseback, swimming, hiking, golf,
or tennis beckon every day. Living next door are likeminded friends and built-in partners, if desired. Consider the effect this increased mobility and exercise could
have on mood, creativity, and personality, as well as on
improved health. By creating environments that promote
wellness, the lives of activity-focused residents become
more vigorous, more enjoyable, and healthier—for longer.
Now, let’s take this life-saving concept one step farther.
Living internationally has become an enormous draw for
many Americans for a variety of reasons – cost of living,
late-life adventure, and a more desirable climate to name a
few. International resident communities have been quick
to pick up on this need for healthier living by emphasizing
their natural resources in creative ways to give their residents access to what might be called life-saving amenities.
As an example of how this trend has become an essential ingredient requested by many prospective residents,
consider a couple of leaders in this field.

on the north coast of the Dominican Republic. Distinctive amenities include a first-class equestrian center, tennis club, and seaside pools. Designed by award-winning
architects Edward Durrell Stone & Associates, Sea Horse
Ranch was developed with a master plan that preserves
the natural environment within 250 acres of inspiring lush
terrain.
Two unique swimming pools feature cascading
waterfallsand aredesigned with a natural look that makes
a swimmer feel at one with the surrounding El Bosque
nature reserve. The main pool features two hydrotherapy waterfall cascades and is five feet deep. The smaller
pool, designed for children, is two feet deep. Guests and
villa owners enjoy the pool’s ocean views, making them a
significant socializing point and meeting place for the
community.
The Equestrian Center at Sea Horse Ranch offers trails
over seven miles of bridal paths and onto the beaches with
instruction for advanced riders and novices alike. These
trails take in the local woods, bridal paths, and beautiful sand beaches that make up the surrounding areas of
Sea Horse Ranch in the Dominican Republic
Sea Horse Ranch is a luxury oceanfront villa resort Sea Horse Ranch. The Equestrian Center has Paso Finos,
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Bellazo in Kalia Eco-Living Communities in the Nicoya Peninsula of Costa Rica

Quarter Horses, Thoroughbreds, Tennessee Walkers,
and poniesin 25 stables.
Th e Tennis Clubat Sea Horse Ranch features a pro
shop, fi
 veclay courts, a nd tennis lessons for adults
and children. Two courts are equipped with lighting for night play. Tournaments, private lessons, and
training academies are available to the public.
Nearby, the oceanfront town of Cabarete is famous
in wind-sport circles for windsurfing, kite boarding,
and traditional surfing. It offers a plethora of activities including tennis, yoga, SUP, white-water rafting,
scuba diving, canoeing, kayaking, waterfall cascading, snorkeling, deep sea fishing, hiking, ziplining,
and more.
Two nearby golf courses were designed by Robert Trent Jones, Sr. One of the golf courses is just 20
minutes to the west of Sea Horse Ranch, the other is a
scenic one hour drive along the coast for a spectacular
oceanfront course near beautiful Playa Grande beach.
Sea Horse Ranch has an organic garden called Villa Organica, which offers organic produce and also
hosts monthly full-moon dinner parties. Private chef
services are also available to satisfy all healthy-living
and dietary needs.

Kalia Eco-Living Communities in Costa Rica

Another International Wellness opportunity is the
Kalia Eco-Living Communities on the Nicoya Peninsula of Costa Rica, about 100 miles west of the capital,
San Jose. Many of the residents’ activities are oriented
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toward surfing and yoga, which has brought sophisticated health-conscious expats from all over the
world. Quiet and remote, the Kalia Eco-Living’s Bellazo sits on a world-class beach away from big hotels,
in an undeveloped area with almost no crime, and
provides an enviable lifestyle. All of Kalia’s homes are
eco-conscious and are built with the utmost care for
the environment, the land it occupies, and the surrounding exotic wildlife. The community has a vision that expresses their consideration for the environment in a way that makes a positive contribution
towards living a healthy and thriving lifestyle and a
sense of well-being. For those looking for a more active atmosphere, there are many in the surrounding
area. Some activities are ATV tours on trails through
the bush and onto the beach, surfing on one of the
world’s top 20 surf sets, canopy rides, hiking among
monkeys and other unusual animals in the Nosara
Biological Reserve, or kayaking down the Nosara
River through the jungle all the way to the ocean.
What could be more important than life-saving
daily activities such as these? For those fortunate
enough to be able to make the choice, what could be
better than living in a wellness-focused, international
community like Kalia Eco-Living Community or
Sea Horse Ranch? Both place beneficial mental and
physical health right at your doorstep. Their objective is combining good living with good health. It’s a
lifesaving combination.
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